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ABSTRACT
Users of computer systems create and store valuable personal information in files, email folders, and bookmark collections. For
decades, the main principle of interacting with files, emails, and
bookmarks has remained unchanged: hierarchical directory trees
with standard (Windows Explorer style) browsers.
Users often have problems both in classifying new items and maintaining a classification hierarchy as such. With files, emails, and
bookmarks, users often end up maintaining three parallel classification hierarchies, one in each tool. Over the past thirty years,
a number of alternative personal information management (PIM)
tools have emerged, but the typical user is still faced with hierarchical directory structures.
This position paper addresses some of the reasons why modern
PIM tools are not widespread and proposes a set of eight requirements for future PIM tools.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Much progress has been made in the development of new personal
information management (PIM) tools and ideas over the past three
decades. However, many of these have failed to make it beyond the
research laboratory and onto the PCs of typical computer users. A
number of factors may lie behind that.

1.1

How Users Organise

Several studies have investigated user behaviour when organising
information in paper-based offices. Malone [15] studied user behaviour regarding information in a physical office environment. He
identified files (explicitly titled and logically arranged collections
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of information, for example in folders or binders) and piles (untitled piles of information arranged by physical location) as the main
schemes employed by users to organise their information.
Lansdale [13] makes the point that users make use of piles to compensate for the difficulty of classifying (filing) things: “To avoid the
process of classification, . . . , he puts objects in a particular place.
With this he forgoes the opportunity to retrieve the document by
any simple classification-based search.” [13, page 56]. As both
Malone and Lansdale argue, and will be seen later, it is extremely
difficult to create and maintain a neat, intuitive hierarchical classification scheme (or taxonomy) for documents.
Regarding computer-based information management strategies, Barreau interviewed seven managers [1]. She identified four common
sub-activities in their management of information: (1) acquisition
of items, (2) classification of items, (3) maintenance of the collection, (4) retrieval of items. She also found that users developed highly personalised strategies for organising their information
and documents and that, broadly, three types of information could
be identified: ephemeral (temporary), working, and archived (dormant).
In a similar study done around the same time, Nardi et al [19]
interviewed 15 Macintosh users about their information management behaviour. The combined analysis of both studies [3] showed
that users (1) liked to arrange resources by location (for example by grouping icons on the desktop), (2) avoided elaborate filing
schemes, and (3) archived relatively little information. Macintosh
users tended to use subdirectories to organise information, whereas
DOS users did not.
Barreau re-interviewed four of the seven managers ten years later [2].
The four continued to leave most of their documents in a catch-all
directory (such as My Documents) and still rarely grouped or classified documents into folders or directories (this was the case for
all 7 managers in the first study).
Whittaker and Sidner [26, page 280] reported three basic behaviours
in the personal management of email: no filers (no use of folders),
frequent filers (folder users who file messages daily), and spring
cleaners (folder users who file messages only periodically).
In an interview study of 10 users, Boardman [6] looked at user behaviour in organising and maintaining three separate hierarchies for
files, email, and web bookmarks. Five of the ten users attempted

to maintain parallel hierarchies, with varying degrees of success.
In a later study, Boardman and Sasse [7] again looked at crosstool organisational strategies relating to file, email, and web bookmark data. Organising strategies varied significantly between the
three types of data: files were the most extensively organised, with
deeper hierarchies and fewer unfiled items compared to email and
bookmarks.
In a more recent study, Bergman et al [4] surveyed several hundred
users in a series of studies of personal computer users and asked
them (among other things) to estimate the percentage of their file
retrievals performed via search (desktop search), navigation (folders), shortcuts (desktop links), recent documents lists, and other
mechanisms. Users strongly preferred naviation through a folder
hierarchy (56–68% of retrievals) to search (only 4–15% of retrievals).
Users often searched only when they could not remember the location of a file in the folder hierarchy.

1.4

1.5
1.2

To Classify or Not To Classify

The preceding studies indicate a clear reluctance on the part of
users to invest time in advance to file (classify) documents, even
if they would then be easier to retrieve later. Why is this? First, it is
extremely hard to create category names which are unambiguous.
Second, it is hard to find category names which divide up the parent category into mutually exclusive sub-divisions, so categories invariably overlap to some degree. Third, the child categories should
completely partition the parent category, so that the user does not
feel like a category is missing [23, page 3]. Fourth, information in
the real world often falls into several categories. Taking an example from Morville and Rosenfeld [18, page 55], a tomato may be
considered to be a vegetable, a fruit, or a berry, depending on the
context. Fifth, the classification scheme may become unbalanced,
with too many items in one category, and too few in another [24].
Consider the case of filing documents in a hierarchical file system.
A file bobs-ideas-on-XY.txt contains ideas from Bob about
a project XY. Should it be placed in a sub-folder for colleagues
people/bob/ or a sub-folder for projects projects/XY/? A decision has to be made. Putting copies into both places will lead to
inconsistencies, as soon as any modifications are made.
The file systems of common operating systems such as Windows,
OS X, and Linux already provide mechanisms (called shortcuts,
aliases, and symbolic links, respectively) to make the same file visible in multiple places in the file hierarchy. Windows shortcuts are,
in fact, only special text files rather than a feature of the file system
itself. If an application does not know how to process shortcuts, it
cannot access the linked information. Microsoft Windows does not
actually make use of the available file system level link technologies (NTFS Junction Points, NTFS hard links, and NTFS symbolic
links). Moreover, such linking mechanisms seem to be rarely used
by users in practice anyway [12]

1.3

Location-Based Spatial Layouts

Several studies have indicated that users like to arrange files by
placing icons into groups on the desktop [3]. In effect, spatial location is being used as an aid to memory. Windows Explorer and
OS X Finder also support this behaviour by allowing users to position items in its Icon View (and remembers their positions for next
time) at any level in the file hierarchy, not just on the desktop. However, spatial layouts ultimately suffer from lack of space. There is
simply a limit to the number of items which can be organised effectively in this way.

Tagging Systems

The basic idea behind tagging has been around for a while: add
a few descriptive keywords (tags) to an item so that you can find
the item again later by searching for one or more of the keywords.
Tagging is cognitively much easier than categorising (classifying),
because it only involves users making local conceptual observations [24]. However, tagging also suffers from people using different words or variants to describe the same characteristic [14].
Weinberger [25, page 95] describes the advantages of shared social
tagging in communities such as Delicious, but concedes that there
will always be ambiguity when tags are assigned by (millions of)
different people. Indeed, much current research has focussed on
social and collaborative tagging rather than on tagging by individuals in a personal setting. Dourish et al [9] describe the use of tags
(called properties) to support the concept of Placeless Documents
in a system called Presto.

Faceted Browsing

Faceted classification was invented by Ranganathan in 1933 [22].
Whereas in tagging users are free to select any words to be tags, in
faceted classification a restricted set of words (isolates) are available for use in each of a set of facets to describe the item [25,
page 80]. For example, epicurious.com, an online recipe web
site, characterises its recipes along 8 facets: recipe category (5),
dietary consideration (12), cuisine (27), meal/course (12), type of
dish (12), season/occasion (18), preparation method (18), and main
ingredient (31). The number in parentheses indicates the number
of valid tags for that facet.
The retrieval process, faceted browsing, proceeds through progressive refinement. The user can select a value from a first facet (say
cuisine = Irish) to receive 92 recipes with that characteristic. Then
further selecting, say, main ingredient = beef further restricts the
number of matching recipes to just 7. There are no dead-ends in
faceted browsing: combinations having 0 matches are not offered
to the user. Feldspar [8] is a system which works in a similar way
to faceted browsing. Document attributes are progressively refined
until the intended document is located.

1.6

Desktop Search

Desktop search engines such Google Desktop and Copernic Desktop Search are increasingly common among average users. A desktop search engine indexes the full text content and various metadata
attributes of documents, email, and bookmarks stored in the local
file system. Items can be retrieved by typing in appropriate search
terms, just like in a web search engine. Desktop search engines
are extremely useful to users, but supplement rather than replace
tagging systems and folder hierarchies [4].

2.

REQUIREMENTS FOR PIM TOOLS

Modern technology offers far more possibilities for users than the
mental model of a physical desktop: information in the real world
can only occupy one location at the same time. A physical folder
has its one physical place. In the digital world, information can
be located in many virtual places at the same time [25]. The file
from the previous example bobs-ideas-on-XY.txt can be made
findable both by browsing through projects and also by browsing
through people.
The metaphor of the physical desktop, although handy for novice
users migrating from a paper-based environment, should no longer
be used as the dominant mental model in the virtual desktop environment. Once users are liberated from the limitations of the

classical desktop metaphor, they can experience a variety further
benefits of the digital world.
Computer environments today are not like the computer environments of even a decade ago. Hardware has become much more
powerful, software has become more capable (and complicated),
and much more data is being processed from far more sources.
There needs to be a shift of metaphor to meet today’s computer
environments rather than those of the last century.
Based on the previous discussion, eight fundamental requirements
are proposed for future PIM tools, with their main focus on the retrieval process in a local file system. These requirements are not a
final nor a complete set of requirements. Additional requirements
will be developed as PIM research continues to loosen the limitations of the metaphors previously introduced from the physical
world. Some requirements are obvious, but are not implemented
well enough in current systems. Some requirements can not yet be
found in current systems.

2.1

Be Compatible with Current User Habits

Users are comfortable with their application environment and want
to keep it that way. Any new software solution has to integrate
into the current environment as smoothly as possible. Any tool
which covers only a subset of applications [10] will fail to satisfy a
broader user population, because they do not want to be limited to
a subset of applications.
Special file browsers were developed to provide more power to the
user for the retrieval process [8, 16]. Unfortunately, most of these
solutions require a different and sometimes confusing user interface
which the typical user might reject. Lack of integration with preinstalled applications is a crucial issue. The user should not be
locked-in to a special interface for browsing and searching.
The file system level seems to be a good level to achieve compatibility, since all existing applications share this interface level.
Gifford et al [11] and Bloehdorn et al [5] propose promising approaches, although they require special (new) file systems and sometimes special file servers. However, a typical user is unwilling to
install a special file system or file server software, particularly if
it is not guaranteed to be compatible with their familiar operating
system tools. In the long term, future operating systems will have
to provide some kind of information retrieval features even in the
lower layers of the file system. In the mean time, informations retrieval software solutions have to compensate for the missing support within current file systems.
Many PIM solutions are based on databases [10]. Here again, users
are seldom willing to run a specialised file storage database on their
computers. They may be unable to make backups with their familiar tools (backup often means simply copying to external storage
media), backing up a database is a very different procedure. Users
may have to learn a new interface, may be locked-in to the new
interface, and the new interface is often poorly integrated into existing applications.

2.2

Minimal Interference

Any new software solution requires some kind of additional user
interface. It is essential to keep the learning effort as small as possible. Any interaction step which the users have to make should
be absolutely necessary to the process. Optional features should
be hidden behind an optional (advanced) interface. In contrast to

popular belief, snazzy graphic displays do not automatically result
in usable and efficient information retrieval interfaces [13, 16].

2.3

Support Multiple Contexts

A user searching for information always has some kind of mental
context. This mental context depends on the current situation and
is typically different from the context the user was in when performing the storage process [13, 21]. Good PIM software supports
different mental contexts with multiple browsing paths [16].
Considering the file example from the introduction, the user should
be able to find the file from Bob about project XY using the people context and/or using the project context. Users want to be
able to file information under different categories such as taskrelated, topic-related, time-related, provenance-related, and formrelated [2].
That means that information should be able to be found in multiple
places rather than only in one specific location. Tagging seems to
be a promising approach [21, 24], although two recent studies comparing tagging with classification reported inconclusive results [14,
20].

2.4

Support Browsing

Studies show that over the years users still prefer browsing over
teleporting [4, 2, 8]. When browsing a classification hierarchy,
users can see the choices available at each level and choose the
most promising.
A great deal of effort was invested into developing improved search
engine technology. Although these advances were important and
resulted in more capable desktop search engine products, users still
prefer browsing in a directory hierarchy to searching with a desktop search engine [4]. Thus it would make sense to invest some
future energy and effort into radically improving current hierarchy
browsing mechanisms.

2.5

No Unnecessary Limitations

Since large numbers of computer files define our everyday lives,
any PIM software solution should scale well to a large number of
files and should not affect the efficiency of the browsing process.
Even with a large number of files, users must be able to locate their
data as quickly and easily as possible.
Some special retrieval tools handle only a small set of file types.
Such systems — although very popular in the form of music or
photo management software — are not a general solution to the
underlying shortcomings of current file browsing tools. Some features provided in specialised management tools would be of great
help for other file types.
For example, OS X Finder has the feature of smart folders. A smart
folder is a stored search query which dynamically shows any results matching the search criteria. When the user “opens” the smart
folder, the content is updated instantly. With this feature, it is very
easy, for example, to create a smart folder showing all text files
modified within the last two days without having to repeatedly define a search query every time. This is very similar to what iTunes
offers for music collections, but other software do not yet offer this
feature, say, for image files. Future file browsing solutions should
provide enhanced methods for all kinds of file types.

2.6

Transparency

One major aspect of good PIM solutions is transparency to the user.
User have built up knowledge of their software environment: a set
of experiences, expectations, and standard processes concerning
file storage and retrieval. For example, an existing backup process
should not be affected by a new PIM system. Users should know
where their files are located and what happens to them.
Approaches which require the installation of unfamiliar underlying
software introduce complexity and opacity to the system. Users
do not trust database systems for metadata or file storage. Ordinary users do not know about database management, database
structures, and binary large objects. They do not know how to get
their files out of a database system again. Users lose confidence in
the software environment, if they are confronted with software that
they do not understand.

2.7

Provide for Expiry Dates

Studies show that, with progressively cheaper storage, users tend
to keep files over a longer period of time or do not delete them at
all [2]. This compounds the information overload problem. There
are increasing calls for “forgetting” to be recognised as an important feature in the digital age [17].
During the storage process, users often have an idea of how long the
file might be of interest, but this information is forgotten once the
file has been stored. Giving the user a method to explicitly define
expiry dates — even if they are in the far future — can diminish
data overload over time. Providing an expiry date offers the user to
explicitly define information as ephemeral, which is an important
need as user studies [3] suggest.
In addition, users might be allowed to hook into the process of handling expired data. A user could, for example, automatically move
files which are no longer of interest from the “working area” into
explicit “archive areas” to remove clutter from current work. Due
to the enormous amount of data, users can no longer afford the time
to screen all data for archiving.
However, all of this requires an expiry date be attached to the user’s
information, which in most cases only the user can define.

2.8

Add Metadata While Storing

When a file is stored the user should be given the option to manually add metadata and contextual information to the file. Manual
and semi-manual tagging can offer an effective solution for a better retrieval method. Other metadata can (and should) be added
automatically, such as a timestamp for time-related retrieval.
Automatically extracted metadata (alone) is often of less use for
the purpose of retrieval through browsing. Desktop search engines
handle the entire content as metadata and so provide this additional
means of access.
Allowing users to explicitly add metadata supports the creation of
a user-defined vocabulary (intentionally or subconsciously), which
can strongly support subsequent browsing.

3.

CONCLUSIONS

The previously proposed set of requirements are intended to spark
discussion and serve as a basis for the development of future PIM
tools.

Such tools should not seek to radically change user behaviour in
one stroke, but rather to bring to pass a gentle evolution. Special
interfaces and special software layers requiring additional user interaction are not being accepted by ordinary users.
Modern desktop search engines are a great help to some users, but
most users prefer browsing to their files within a hierarchical directory. Thus the browsing process needs to be revisited by PIM
researchers and interface developers.
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